Reconciling Personal Information in the United States and European Union
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U.S. and EU privacy law diverge greatly. At the foundational level, they differ in their underlying philosophy: In the United States, privacy law focuses on redressing consumer harm and balancing privacy with efficient commercial transactions. In the European Union, privacy is hailed as a fundamental right that can trump other interests. Even at the threshold level—determining what information is covered by the regulation—the United States and European Union differ significantly. The existence of personal information—commonly referred to as “personally identifiable information” (PII)—triggers the application of privacy law. The U.S. and the European Union define this essential term of privacy law quite differently. The U.S. approach involves multiple and inconsistent definitions of PII that are often particularly narrow. The EU approach defines PII to encompass all information identifiable to a person, a definition that can be quite broad and vague. This divergence is so basic that it threatens the stability of existing policy mechanisms for permitting international data flows.

In this Essay, we propose a way to bridge these differences regarding PII. We contend that a tiered approach to the concept of PII (which we call “PII 2.0”) represents a superior way of defining PII compared to the current approaches in the United States and European Union. We also argue that PII 2.0 is consistent with the different underlying philosophies of the U.S. and EU privacy law regimes. Under PII 2.0, all of the Fair Information Practices (FIPs) should apply when data refers to an identified person or when there
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is a significant risk of the data being identified. Only some of the FIPs should apply when data is merely identifiable, and no FIPs should apply when there is a minimal risk that the data is identifiable. We demonstrate how PII 2.0 furthers the goals of both U.S. and EU privacy law and how PII 2.0 is consistent with their different underlying philosophies. PII 2.0 thus advances the process of bridging the current gap between U.S. and EU privacy law.
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I. INTRODUCTION

“Personal data” is a central concept in privacy regulation around the world. This term defines the scope and boundaries of many privacy statutes and regulations. Numerous federal and state statutes in the United States turn on the definition of “personal data.”1 Personal data is also commonly referred to as

“personally identifiable information” (PII), and we will therefore use the terms interchangeably. PII is foundational to any privacy regulatory regime because it serves as a jurisdictional trigger: If there is PII, the laws apply. If it is absent, the privacy regulation in question does not apply.

The concept of PII plays a similar role in the privacy law of the European Union. These laws share the same fundamental assumption—that in the absence of PII, there is no privacy right. For this reason, privacy regulation focuses on the collection, use, and disclosure of PII, and leaves non-PII unregulated. Given PII’s importance, it is surprising that it lacks a uniform definition.

In the United States, the law provides multiple explanations of this term. In our previous work, we demonstrated the shortcomings of these PII concepts, which frequently focus on whether the data is actually linked to an identified person. By contrast, the European Union has adopted a single definition that broadly defines PII to encompass all information that is identifiable to a person. Even if the data alone cannot be linked to a specific individual, if it is reasonably possible to use the data in combination with other information to identify a person, then the information is PII.

The considerable divergence of the PII definitions in the United States and European Union poses significant difficulties for the harmonization of the two legal systems’ privacy regimes. These difficulties matter: the variation in legal definitions of PII raises compliance costs for companies who do business in both areas of the world. Additionally, the differing definitions threaten a status quo built around second-order mechanisms for allowing international data transfers. These negotiated solutions, developed beginning in the late 1990s, are unstable today; the policy mechanisms cannot gloss over the considerable differences in the most basic unit of information privacy law, which is the definition of personal information. Moreover, there is already an increasing number of EU objections to one of these mechanisms, the Safe Harbor, and the divergence of PII definitions raises a further threat to the existing privacy status
 quo. These objections and the divergence matter due to the EU’s established role as the “privacy cop to the world.”

The two systems’ disparate treatment of data in situations where the data is merely identifiable but the people to whom the data pertains are not currently identified has a significant consequence. It leads to key differences between the systems’ PII definitions. In a highly significant swath of U.S. privacy law, this information falls outside privacy regulation. In the European Union, however, this data is fully regulated pursuant to the rigorous protections of the EU Data Protection Directive (Directive). It is also regulated under the more recent EU Proposed General Data Protection Regulation of 2012 (Proposed Regulation). This fundamental incongruity in the U.S. and EU regulatory regimes creates significant confusion and impediments to information flow and use.

In previous work, we focused on the approach to PII in U.S. privacy law and criticized the law’s disjointed, inconsistent, and often overly narrow definitions of PII. To make privacy law effective for the future, we developed a new conception, PII 2.0, which avoids the problems and pitfalls of current approaches. The key to our model is to build two categories of PII, “identified” and “identifiable” data, and to treat them differently. This approach permits legal protections tailored to different levels of risk to individuals.

In this Essay, we argue that PII 2.0 can do more than serve as the most workable approach for U.S. privacy law. It can also function well for EU privacy law and help harmonize the significantly divergent approaches between U.S. and EU privacy law. This conclusion may appear surprising; it is also far from apparent from our previous work.

Besides functioning differently, EU and U.S. privacy law have different underlying goals and different structures. As an initial matter, EU law views privacy as a fundamental right, while U.S. law considers it one interest that is balanced against others. It may even be secondary to other concerns, such as freedom of speech. In the European Union, privacy law is viewed in broad terms and expressed in omnibus laws that regulate the public and private

---

7. See infra Section II.B.
8. See infra Section II.A.1.
9. See infra Section II.A.2.
10. Schwartz & Solove, supra note 3, at 1877–83. As we will discuss below, as part of PII 2.0’s harmonization effort, we leave unchanged the EU category of “sensitive” data.
12. See, e.g., Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653, 2659 (2011) (striking down a Vermont law adding certain privacy-protection measures because “[s]peech in aid of pharmaceutical marketing . . . is a form of expression protected by the Free Speech Clause of the First Amendment.”).
sectors alike. In the United States, privacy law is regulated through narrow sectoral laws that focus on specific industries or specific contexts for the use of personal data. Finally, in the European Union, privacy law forbids personal data processing in the absence of a legal basis. In the United States, however, the general approach is to allow personal data processing unless it causes a legal harm or is otherwise restricted by law. Given these differences, it is no surprise that EU privacy law has a much broader definition of PII than U.S. privacy law.

Attempts to harmonize U.S. and EU privacy law by turning EU privacy law into a U.S.-style approach, or vice versa, are unlikely to succeed. Both the United States and European Union are deeply committed to their respective approaches. While policymakers and scholars have been trying for nearly two decades to bring U.S. and EU privacy law closer together, the Proposed Regulation could push the United States and European Union even further apart. In our view, PII 2.0 can serve as a foundational step in overcoming the differences between U.S. and EU privacy law. In this Essay, we set forth the argument for a tiered approach to the concept of PII as a way to bridge trans-Atlantic privacy differences.

II. DEFINING PII ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTIC

A comparative focus is necessary to understand the modern landscape of information privacy law. Legal forces outside the United States have significantly shaped the governance of information privacy. In particular, the European Union has played a major role in international decisions that have developed and shaped this area of law. This role has been bolstered by EU laws granting member states the authority to block data transfers to third-party nations, including the United States.

A. The European Union: From the Directive to the Proposed Regulation

In the European Union, the current framework for defining personal information includes both the Directive, which was enacted in 1995, and the Proposed Regulation, which was released in 2012—the final form of which

18. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement
EU institutions are currently debating. The Directive, which is in force, sets out common rules for data protection in EU member states and requires these countries to enact legislation that follows the Directive’s standards. Although the Directive employs the term “personal data,” this term serves the same function as PII, and in this Essay, we treat the legal terms “personal data” and “PII” as functional equivalents.

Under both the Directive and Proposed Regulation, the EU takes a broad approach to defining PII. The definition turns on whether a natural person is capable, directly or indirectly, of identification through a linkage or some other reference to available data. In the European Union, information that is identified or identifiable receives an equivalent level of legal protection.

1. The EU Data Protection Directive of 1995

The Directive uses the term “personal data” and defines it as “information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person.” The Directive does not explicitly define “identified.” Under an EU directive, the law of member states then becomes determinative. Among EU member states that have traditionally taken a leading role in information privacy law, a person falls in the “identified” category if a party can use information relating to her to determine her specific identity. In analyzing the term under German law, for example, Ulrich Dammann states, “A person is identified when it is clear that the data relate to the person and not to another.” Concerning the law of the United Kingdom, Rosemary Jay writes, “A person becomes identified where there is sufficient information either to contact him or to recognise him by picking him out in some way from others and know who he/she is.” In France, the national data protection commission has simply explained that a person is identified “if, for example, his name appears in a file.”

The Directive is more specific regarding its definition of “identifiable.” It explains that an “identifiable” person is “one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.” As additional definitional assistance, the Directive in its Recital 26 explains that in determining whether a person is identifiable,
“account should be taken of all the means likely reasonably to be used either by the controller or by any other person to identify the said person.”\textsuperscript{25} This approach follows a longstanding paradigm in German federal data protection law.\textsuperscript{26}

Both identified and identifiable information fall squarely within the scope of EU data privacy law, and they are treated in the same fashion. The Directive specifies obligations on the “data controller,” rights for the “data subject,” and robust protections for personal data. Before turning to these rights and duties, it should be clarified that as a matter of terminology, EU data privacy law refers to the entity that collects and uses personal data as the “data controller” and the individual whose data is involved as the “data subject.”\textsuperscript{27} The duties of the data controller and the rights of the data subject are the same for both identified and identifiable information. The crossing of the threshold for either category functions as an “on” switch for the application of EU data protection law.\textsuperscript{28}

Once information qualifies as identified or identifiable, it falls under the data protection regime. At that moment, a full suite of obligations and protections is triggered. From the U.S. perspective, the resulting EU legal regime is formidable both in terms of the protection granted to the affected individual—the data subject—and the duties placed on the party who processes the personal information. The general EU rule is that the collection and processing of personal data must be for “specified, explicit and legitimate purposes.”\textsuperscript{29} These purposes may be ones to which the personal data subject has consented, purposes necessary to protect the data subject’s vital interests, purposes in the public interest, or purposes in the legitimate interests of the data controller—unless they interfere with a data subject’s fundamental right to privacy.\textsuperscript{30}

The Directive also provides data subjects with a right to control the use of their personal data. Data subjects must be informed about the entities that collect their personal information, how it will be used, and to whom it will be transferred.\textsuperscript{31} Under the Directive, data subjects also have a right to access their personal data and to correct inaccurate information in their records.\textsuperscript{32} The Directive requires that data subjects provide affirmative consent before their

\textsuperscript{25}. Id. at pmbl. ¶ 26.
\textsuperscript{27}. Data Protection Directive, supra note 15, at art. 2(a), (d).
\textsuperscript{28}. Once information qualifies as “personal data” under Article 2 of the Directive, the full set of obligations and rights associated with this term become applicable. See, e.g., id. at art. 6 (“Principles Relating to Data Quality”), art. 7 (“Criteria for Making Data Processing Legitimate”).
\textsuperscript{29}. Id. at art. 6(b).
\textsuperscript{30}. Id. at art. 7.
\textsuperscript{31}. Id. at art. 10.
\textsuperscript{32}. Id.
personal data is processed, used, or disclosed. Consent must be unambiguous and freely given. Data subjects have a right to object to a data controller’s use of personal data. Data subjects also have a right not to be subject to certain decisions made solely based on the automated processing of data. They are to be informed of the logic used in the automatic processing of that data.

As for data controllers, the Directive imposes a number of obligations on them beyond those that follow from the rights of data subjects. To begin with, data controllers may not process personal information collected for one purpose in ways incompatible with that purpose. Data must be kept accurate and current. Data controllers cannot keep personal information for longer than necessary to accomplish the purposes for which it was collected. Data must be kept secure.

Beyond these general obligations, the Directive also mandates additional protections for certain categories of personal data, or before certain actions may be taken with personal data. This special category concerns “sensitive data,” which includes data about “racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union membership, and the processing of data concerning health or sex life.” Data controllers must notify supervisory authorities before engaging in many kinds of data processing. Finally, and in a step that has heightened its international significance, the Directive restricts the transfer of personal data to other countries. Personal data may be transferred only to countries with an “adequate level of protection” of privacy.

In sum, in the European Union, information that is identified or identifiable falls under the definition of “personal data.” This classification triggers a wide range of obligations, rights, and protections. As we will now see, the Proposed Regulation also treats identified and identifiable as equivalent. Its new term of art, however, is “indirectly identified” rather than the Directive’s term, “identifiable.”

33. Id. at art. 7(a).
34. Id. at art. 14.
35. Id. at art. 15.
36. Id. at art. 12(a).
37. Id. at art. 6(b).
38. Id. at art. 6(d).
39. Id. at art. 6(e).
40. Id. at art. 17.
41. Id. at art. 8.
42. Id. at art. 18. There is wide divergence among EU Member States regarding the implementation of the Article 18 broadly defined obligation to notify the supervisory authority. France and Belgium have traditionally made the greatest use of this requirement. For a classic account of the highly bureaucratic nature of this practice in France in the 1980s, see Flaherty, supra note 14, at 165–74. On the Belgian requirements, see Christopher Kuner, European Data Protection Law 252 (2d ed. 2007).
44. See Proposed Regulation, supra note 18, at art. 4(1).
2. The EU Proposed General Data Protection Regulation of 2012

The European Union is now in the process of replacing the Directive with the Proposed Regulation. In January 2012, the European Commission released a draft version of this document, its Proposed General Data Protection Regulation.\(^{45}\) This development marks an important policy shift. In EU law, the contrast is clear between a directive and a regulation. While a directive requires Member States to pass harmonizing legislation that “transposes” its standards into national law, a regulation establishes directly enforceable standards. As Christopher Kuner explains, “[A] regulation leads to a greater degree of harmonization, since it immediately becomes part of a national legal system, without the need for adoption of separate national legislation; has legal effect independent of national law; and overrides contrary national laws.”\(^{46}\) Due to its directly binding effect, the Proposed Regulation, if finally approved, will be even more important than the Directive. Moreover, it would assume this importance from its first day of enactment because there would be no wait for the enactment of harmonized national legislation, which can take several years in the case of a directive.\(^{47}\)

The Proposed Regulation generally builds on the approach of the Directive, but contains some notable changes. Instead of a concept of “identified” or “identifiable,” it first defines personal data as “any information relating to a data subject.”\(^{48}\) The nature of the “relating to” requirement is further specified in the definition of “data subject.” The Proposed Regulation states that a data subject is a person who “can be identified, directly or indirectly, by means reasonably likely to be used.”\(^{49}\) Thus, the Proposed Regulation shifts from the Directive’s notion of identified or identifiable to a concept of direct or indirect identification.

At the same time, however, there is important continuity in the concept of “means reasonably likely to be used.” The ultimate test regarding “identifiability” (Directive) or indirect identification (Proposed Regulation) is the same. An analysis must consider “all the means likely reasonably to be used


\(^{47}\) For example, the Directive required all EU Members States to have harmonized their legislation by 1998. Christoph Klug, Directive 95/46/EC – Data Protection Directive, in CONCISE EUROPEAN IT LAW 151 (Alfred Büßelbach et al. eds., 2d ed. 2010). There were notable delays, however, in this process with proceedings initiated in 1999 against France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands before the European Court of Justice. Id. at 153. At present, all Member States have fully implemented the Directive. Id. at 152-53.

\(^{48}\) Proposed Regulation, supra note 18, at art. 4(2).

\(^{49}\) Id. at art. 4(1).
either by the controller or by any other person to identify” the individual.50 The repetition of the language in both documents indicates that when determining whether personal data exists in the European Union, one must consider the likelihood that certain steps, such as combining bits of scattered data or re-identifying nonpersonal information, will be taken.

The Proposed Regulation provides additional examples of the kinds of linkages that tie information, whether directly or indirectly, to a person. The new examples refer to “location data,” “online identifier[s],” and “genetic” identity.51 The impact of these additional categories is to modernize and expand the sweep of the 1995 Directive.52

The Proposed Regulation also contains helpful indications of the need for flexibility in deciding when personal information does or does not exist. For example, its Recital 24 provides important limitations on the Proposed Regulation’s concept of indirect identification.53 Recital 24 initially notes that the use of “online services” may lead individuals to “be associated with online identifiers provided by their devices, applications, tools and protocols, such as Internet Protocol addresses or cookie identifiers.”54 Such “information received by the services” can lead to identification of individuals by creating profiles and in other ways.55 At this point, Recital 24 offers its specific language concerning flexibility. It observes that these kinds of associations do not invariably create identifiable information. Recital 24 states: “[I]dentification numbers, location data, online identifiers or other specific factors as such need not necessarily be considered as personal data in all circumstances.”56 This language indicates the potential under the Proposed Regulation for a tailored, context-specific analysis for deciding whether or not personal data is present.

In summary, an identified person in the European Union is one that can be singled out, whether directly or indirectly, through a linkage to information that references her or him. In a fashion that is consistent with the Directive’s approach, the Proposed Regulation offers a broad approach to defining personal information. The critical analysis in the European Union remains focused on

51. Proposed Regulation, supra note 18, at art. 4(1).
52. The Proposed Regulation’s key language comes in its definition of “data subject.” This term refers to the individual whose personal data is processed and who can be identified. The relevant language at Article 4 is worth citing. A data subject is:

“[A]n identified natural person or a natural person who can be identified, directly or indirectly, by means reasonably likely to be used by the controller or by any other natural or legal person, in particular by reference to an identification number, location data, online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that person.”

Id. As this language indicates, the Proposed Regulation drops the Directive’s language about “identifiable,” but retains its idea of indirect identification.
53. See id. at pmbl. ¶ 24.
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
whether a natural person is capable of identification, based on an analysis of all means likely to be used and by reference to available data. Finally, Recital 24 of the Proposed Regulation points to the use of flexibility in the analysis of when personal information is and is not present.

The breadth of the EU approach has both benefits and drawbacks. The primary benefit is that hardly anything escapes EU privacy regulation. There are few gaps and inconsistencies under the EU approach, a stark contrast to the U.S. approach where such gaps and inconsistencies are legion. But there is also a primary drawback to the EU approach. Under both the Directive and Proposed Regulation, information is treated as the same whether it refers to an identified individual, or one who can be “indirectly identified”—that is, someone who the Directive terms “identifiable.” All these terms constitute personal data, and their presence activates the “on” switch for triggering a full suite of obligations and protections. Yet, a broad continuum of identifiable information exists, and it includes different types of anonymous or pseudonymous information. Moreover, different levels of effort are required to identify information, and various risks are associated with the possible identification of data. Placing all such data into the same conceptual category as “data that currently relate to an identified person” lacks nuance. It also risks activating burdensome regulations for data-processing entities that are incommensurate with actual risks to the privacy of individuals.

B. The United States: A Lack of a Uniform Standard

Instead of defining personal information in a coherent and consistent manner, privacy law in the United States offers multiple competing definitions. As an initial matter, the law in the United States at times drops any distinction between “identifiable” and “identified.” This point is illustrated by the U.S. conception of “personally identifiable information,” a common term for “personal data.” This term sweeps in both identified and identifiable data and thereby elides any differences that may exist between them. Several statutes and regulations in the United States adopt this term.57 The Google Ngram Viewer also demonstrates that “personally identifiable information” has become an increasingly popular term since 1992.58 Drawing on Google’s ambitious digital library project, this product allows graphical representation of the popularity of words and terms in English and other languages.59 The chart shows a steep increase in the use of the term in English beginning in that year.60

59. Id.
60. Id.
Neither federal nor state law agree on a single term that identifies the basic category of personal information. We have already discussed the term “personally identifiable information,” but U.S. law is far from settled on this nomenclature to identify the underlying concept to which it refers. For example, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act defines “personal information” as “individually identifiable information about an individual.” In California, the Song-Beverly Act uses the term “personal identification information” and defines it as information concerning a credit cardholder “other than information set forth on the credit card, and including, but not limited to, the cardholder’s address and telephone number.”

More generally, the moment at which information becomes identifiable enough to fall within the scope of a particular law relies on how each information privacy statute specifically defines its particular concept of personal information. Thus, while the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) defines “personal information” as “individually identifiable information about an individual,” identifiability under it depends on further analysis of the statute as well as recourse to applicable Federal Trade Commission (FTC) regulations.

In U.S. law, there are three predominant approaches to defining personal information. These are (1) the “tautological” approach; (2) the “nonpublic” approach; and (3) the “specific-types” approach. The tautological approach is an example of a standard, or an open-ended decision-making tool. Under the tautological approach, U.S. privacy law simply defines “personal” as meaning any information that identifies a person. The Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (VPPA) neatly demonstrates this model. The VPPA, which safeguards the privacy of video sales and rentals, defines “personally identifiable information” as “information which identifies a person.” For purposes of the statute, information that identifies a person becomes “personal identifiable information” and falls under the statute’s jurisdiction if tied to the purchase, request, or obtaining of video material.

61. 16 C.F.R. § 312.2 (2013).
63. 16 C.F.R. § 312.2 (2013).
64. See Schwartz & Solove, supra note 3, at 1828–36.
67. Id. § 2710(a)–(b). The VPPA prohibits “videotape service providers” from knowingly disclosing personal information, such as the titles of items rented or purchased, without the individual’s written consent. It defines “videotape service providers” in a technologically neutral fashion to permit the law to be extended to DVDs. Id. § 2710(a)(4).
A second model focuses on nonpublic information. The nonpublic approach seeks to define personal information by focusing on what it is not rather than what it is. The nonpublic approach excludes from its protected scope any information that is publicly accessible or that is purely statistical. The relevant legislation does not explore or develop the logic behind this approach, but rather simply concludes that information falling in these categories is not personal information.

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 (GLBA) epitomizes this approach by defining “personally identifiable financial information” as “nonpublic personal information.” The statute fails to define “nonpublic,” but presumably this term means information not found within the public domain. The FTC Regulations to the GLBA explain this term in more detail, but they leave confusion as to whether some publicly accessible information may be classified as “nonpublic” for purposes of the statute. The applicable regulations sweep in “any information” that a consumer provides on a financial application, which seems to relax the core statutory concept of “nonpublic.”

In an illustration of another aspect of the “nonpublic” approach, the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984 defines PII as something other than “aggregate data.” This statute, which protects the privacy of subscribers to cable services, views PII as excluding “any record of aggregate data which does not identify particular persons.” By aggregate data, the Cable Act probably means purely statistical information that does not identify specific individuals.

The third approach of U.S. privacy law is to list specific types of data that constitute personal information. In the context of the specific-types approach, if information falls into an enumerated category, it becomes per se personal information under the statute. State data breach notification laws take this approach. These statutes, which forty-seven states have now enacted, require a business to notify affected individuals should an information security breach occur.

The typical trigger for these laws turns on the “unauthorized acquisition” or “unauthorized access” of unencrypted personal information. These laws then generally define personal information through the specific-types approach. As an illustration, the Massachusetts breach notification statute requires that

---

69. See 16 C.F.R. § 313.3(n) (2013).
70. See id. § 313.3(n)(1), (o)(1).
72. Id.
73. The number of Comcast customers in Virginia who subscribe to HBO is an example of aggregate data under the Cable Act.
75. See id. at 17–74.
individuals be notified if a specific set of their personal information is lost or leaked. The Massachusetts law defines personal information as a person’s first name and last name, or first initial and last name in combination with a social security number, driver’s license number, financial account number, or credit or debit card number. PII is present only when a last name and first name, or last name and first initial, are combined with at least one of the enumerated types of data.

To complicate the lives of lawyers handling multistate data breaches, other state statutes contain different lists of enumerated types of information that constitute PII. As Lisa Sotto notes in her privacy law treatise, “Many states have varied the definition of personal information” to include not only the elements listed above, as found in the Massachusetts law, but also “any number of other potentially identifiable data elements.” For example, a 2013 amendment to the California breach notification law expands the statute’s definition of personal information to include “a user name or email address, in combination with a password or security question and answer that would permit access to an online account.”

At the same time, however, these state laws all share something essential: the presence of personal information is necessary to trigger data breach notification. The laws also generally, although not unanimously, agree as to when PII is present. As Sotto writes, these laws impose a duty to notify only where the data combines “a state’s resident’s first name, or first initial and last name” in combination with certain other enumerated elements. The flaw of the majority of these statutes is clear: certain information beyond names and initials is readily capable of identifying a specific individual. State breach notification statutes should cover a breach of such information. Only a few states have a trigger in their data security breach notification laws other than first name or initial and last name. As examples of the minority approach, Georgia, Maine, and Oregon have general “savings clauses” that extend protection to data elements even when they are not connected to a person’s name if the information would be sufficient to permit identity theft. These states are leading the way for better, next-generation data breach notification laws.

76. MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 93H, § 3 (West 2007).
77. Id. § 1.
78. SOLOVE & SCHWARTZ, supra note 74, at 176–78.
81. SOTTO, supra note 79, at § 15.02[B].
83. For a chart exploring and categorizing the various PII definitions in different state data security breach notification laws, see SOLOVE & SCHWARTZ, supra note 74, at 176–78.
One can also point to a broader flaw in the approach of U.S. law to PII. As a general rule, PII in the United States is largely limited to instances where data refers to an identified individual. The exception that proves the rule is the FTC’s new regulation to COPPA: its definition of personal information includes a “persistent identifier that can be used to recognize a user over time and across different Web sites or online services.”\footnote{Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule, 78 Fed. Reg. 3972 (Jan. 17, 2013) (to be codified at 16 C.F.R. § 312.2).} This rule, driven by the FTC’s strict policy concerns for protecting children on the Internet, shifts identifiable data into the category of identified.\footnote{See id.} By contrast, the more typical U.S. approach is represented by the many state breach notification laws. In these statutes, personal information is limited to identified data: namely, a first name or initial and a last name, plus information from a specific list of the kinds of data that will make identification certain. Similarly, the FTC regulations to the GLBA focus on identified data. Under the broad definition given in the regulations, “nonpublic personal information” includes a person’s name plus such information as a social security number, driver’s license number, and credit or debit card number.\footnote{See 16 C.F.R. § 313.3(n)(1), (o) (2013).} This definition clearly contrasts with conceptions of PII in the European Union, where data protection law extends expansively to any data that is identifiable (i.e., that could possibly be linked to an individual).

C. Personal Information: A Problem on Both Sides of the Atlantic

Current approaches to defining PII in the United States and in the European Union are all flawed in significant ways. Stated succintly, we find the EU approach to be too expansionist and the U.S. approach too reductionist, with problematic consequences flowing from both techniques. Moreover, the divergence between these approaches raises the threat of destabilizing the privacy status quo between the United States and European Union. The stakes in this area of law are high because the trans-Atlantic free flow of data depends on coordination between the two legal systems.

If PII or personal data were a small dimension of privacy regulation, such problems might be isolated and worked around. But the definition of PII is a foundational issue that implicates the scope of privacy regulation. Before even considering differences in how data is protected in the United States and European Union, we must address differences in what data is protected under these two privacy regimes. This state of disarray points to the critical importance of revising the definition of PII in the United States and European Union alike.
I. Evaluating the EU Approach

The benefit of the EU approach to personal information is that it recognizes the expanding ability of technology to re-identify information and to link scattered crumbs of information to a specific individual. The instruction to take “account . . . of all the means likely reasonably to be used” to identify a person results in a flexible, context-based standard. As noted, moreover, the Proposed Regulation states, “identification numbers, location data, online identifiers or other specific factors as such need not necessarily be considered as personal data in all circumstances.” Here, too, the Regulation indicates that an evaluation should consider whether possible steps in combination or re-identification of data are likely to be taken.

Despite this promise, the EU’s definition of personal information risks sweeping too broadly. Much depends on judgments about open-ended factors, such as “the means likely reasonably to be used,” and the tests developed within the European Union for evaluating such terms are not reassuring. White Papers of the Article 29 Working Party (Working Party) illustrate this point. The Working Party is an important group of EU national data protection commissioners. Under the Directive, it has an advisory role in contributing to “the uniform application” of national privacy law. As such, its opinions on issues such as the definition of personal data provide an important window into EU privacy law. But its approach to defining personal data proves to be flawed.

In its 2007 opinion “On the Concept of Personal Data,” the Working Party presents a number of overarching principles for deciding when personal information is present, as well as some illustrations that reveal problematic aspects of its chosen approach. At the same time, the core insight of the Working Party is sound: in looking at whether information is personal data, the analysis must be a “dynamic one” that considers, among other factors, the “state of the art” of the relevant technology and how it is likely to advance over the information’s life cycle.

While there is merit in this dynamic analysis, the 2007 Opinion also relies upon the idea that the Directive contains a “broad notion of personal data.” This document’s wide conception, in turn, is said to further the Directive’s objective, which is to protect “the fundamental rights and freedoms” of
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individuals. As a consequence, the Working Party warns against anyone acting to “unduly restrict the interpretation of the definition of personal data.” It then points to the need for a dynamic analysis of when personal data is present. While this language points to a useful approach to assessing the presence or absence of “personal data”—and, in particular, to the need to consider the latest developments in computer science and the data’s likely life cycle—the Working Party’s own interpretation of these concepts is far from unproblematic.

We will first outline the two key flaws in the 2007 Opinion and then analyze each in turn. First, the Working Party redefines “personal data” as involving decision making based on specific characteristics of the person. Yet, this is a different issue from that of identifiability. Second, the Working Party views information as per se identifiable if the ultimate purpose of the data controller is to identify some of the parties in the database. This approach is far different than one that estimates the likelihood of identification. Moreover, it moves an even greater analytic distance from consideration of the risk to a specific person—that is, from a harm analysis. Its focus is on the moment of collection of data and the processing purpose.

The Working Party’s examination of web tracking illustrates the first point. The Working Party concludes that a unique identifier assigned to a computer on the Web creates personal information because “web traffic surveillance tools make it easy to identify the behaviour of a machine and, behind the machine, that of its user.” In language worth quoting at length, the Working Party states:

Without even enquiring about the name and address of the individual it is possible to categorise this person on the basis of socio-economic, psychological, philosophical or other criteria and attribute certain decisions to him or her since the individual’s contact point (a computer) no longer necessarily requires the disclosure of his or her identity in the narrow sense.

This analysis moves information into the “identifiable” category because of two combined factors: an identifier’s link to a specific computer, and the data processor’s computer-driven decision making about personal characteristics, such as “socio-economic, psychological, philosophical or other criteria.”

This focus of the Working Party seems influenced by a longstanding concern in the European Union regarding decision making about a person based on “automatic means.” The underlying worry is about computerized
judgments without final human intervention in the process.\footnote{103} As previously noted, the Directive provides protection against such decision making.\footnote{104} The Proposed Regulation follows this path: it requires limits on automated decision making and ties its concern to current concerns about profiling. Its Article 20 states:

\begin{quote}
Every natural person shall have the right not to be subject to a measure . . . which is based solely on automated processing intended to evaluate certain personal aspects relating to this natural person or to analyse or predict in particular the natural person’s performance at work, economic situation, location, health, personal preferences, reliability or behaviour.\footnote{105}
\end{quote}

Here is an important distinction with U.S. information privacy law, which does not generally single out “automated” decision making for special regulation.

More broadly, the Working Party is concerned about how computerization allows individuals to be characterized based on their data trails and then placed in categories, which are then associated by computers with behavioral predictions. This, in short, is the world of Big Data, in which computers driven by algorithms look for correlations amidst a sea of information.\footnote{106}

In our view, however, the necessary analysis should differ from that of the Working Party. Web tracking, through means such as the placing of alphanumerical codes on an individual’s computer, raises a host of complex issues and, in some cases, significant risks of privacy violations. For example, while contemporary advertising networks may not know people’s names, identification of specific individuals is nonetheless possible in many cases.\footnote{107} In certain circumstances, enough pieces of information can be associated with a person through her use of a computer to make the process of identification a genuine possibility.\footnote{108} At other times, this identification will not be likely to occur, which means there is no use of personal information.

Privacy harms require data use or disclosure pertaining to a specific individual who is identified or reasonably identifiable. In our view, identified information is present when a person’s identity has been ascertained, or when there is substantial risk of identification of a specific person by a party who is likely to obtain that information. Targeted marketing that categorizes persons
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on the basis of socioeconomic and other criteria can raise issues about consumer protection and discrimination toward or against certain groups. Yet, unless this gathering of information creates data that is reasonably capable of being linked to a specific person, it does not create identified information. Depending on the precise safeguards that the web-tracking company takes, this information may only be identifiable, or even nonpersonal data.

As a second problematic element in the 2007 Opinion, the Working Party views any information that is stored as per se identifiable if the ultimate purpose of the data controller is to identify some of the parties in the database. The Opinion’s specific examples concern video surveillance, dynamic IP addresses, and the recording of graffiti tags by a transportation company. The problem is that the Working Party’s approach confuses collection and stated purpose with identifiability. As a result, it considers identifiable information as present even in circumstances when most or even all of the information in question is never identified. We can elaborate on this analysis by exploring how the Working Party reaches its conclusion regarding how the identification of some parties makes all of the information in question identifiable.

The Working Party’s logic is straightforward. It frontloads the analysis in a fashion that turns the collection of information and the overall stated purpose into the decisive events for analysis of whether personal data are present. It argues that if “the purpose of the processing implies the identification of individuals, it can be assumed that the controller or any other person involved have or will have the means ‘likely reasonably to be used’ to identify the data subject.” In each case, so long as the ultimate intention is to link some of these data to individuals, all of the information—including that never tied to any person—is treated as personal data.

The model of the Working Party transforms all of the information from the moment of its collection into identifiable data, which receives the same status as identified information in the European Union. This approach is further illustrated by a final example in the Working Party’s opinion on personal data. In it, the Working Party considers “key-coded data,” which is typically used in
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clinical trials with medicines. In such clinical trials, a key permits identification of individual patients. Such identification is needed if, for example, medicines turn out to be dangerous and participants in a clinical trial must receive treatment as a consequence. The Working Party views identification as “something that must happen under certain circumstances.” After all, the system of key-coded data turns on the ability to re-identify if necessary to protect a specific patient. It therefore concludes, “In this case, one can conclude that such key-coded data constitutes information relating to identifiable natural persons for all parties that might be involved in the possible identification and should be subject to the rules of data protection legislation.”

This analysis sweeps too broadly. Consider a scenario where a data controller maintains encrypted keys along with strong institutional safeguards to prevent access to the key-coded data unless carefully defined events occur. In that case, the party who has access to the data, but not the keys, handles information that is functionally nonpersonal information for that party. In certain circumstances, therefore, the possibility of identification may be highly remote for the party who has access only to key-coded data.

A final example demonstrates how the European Union’s concept of personal data skimps on analysis of whether data is reasonably likely to be identified. This illustration is drawn from Christopher Kuner’s treatise on European data protection law. Kuner found that the European Union’s concept of “identifiability” includes a set of data that can be matched to a particular person by some party, somewhere, regardless of whether the data processor can do so. His example concerns “all males over 50 living in city X who are physicians, have two daughters, listen to Verdi operas and have vacation houses in the south of France.” Such information is personal data “even if the data controller could not, with reasonable effort, create a link to an identifiable individual, as long as any party could do so.”

Kuner’s discussion accurately reflects the current EU “state of play” on this question while also pointing to something analytically troubling about EU information privacy law. Assume that the data processor in question cannot, as
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Kuner posits, create a link to an individual “with reasonable effort.”123 As a further condition, assume that the data controller also institutes strong measures to keep this data secure and promises never to share it with any parties who can link it to an individual. It seems unreasonable under these conditions to require that this information receive the full set of privacy protections afforded to identified data.

Finally, this approach ultimately goes against the underlying touchstone of EU privacy law regarding identifiability. Recall that the key test in both the Directive and Proposed Regulation is whether a person is capable of identification, based on analysis of all means likely to be used. The Working Party’s 2007 Opinion and Kuner’s example concerning the Verdi-loving physicians demonstrate how far EU law can depart from this underlying touchstone.

2. Evaluating the U.S. Approach

There are also considerable flaws in the U.S. approach to personal information. Recall that there is no single U.S. definition of this term, but instead three approaches: the tautological, the nonpublic, and the specific-types approaches. There are two general flaws in having three available classifications. First, the presence of three definitions increases the regulatory maze and associated compliance costs for regulated entities. Second, and as a consequence of the multiple possibilities flowing from the three classifications of personal data, the same information may or may not be personal data under different statutes and in different processing contexts. Information that does not fall on a statutory list within the specific-types classification might still qualify as personal data under the nonpublic approach.

In addition, each of the three approaches in the United States has its own flaws. The tautological approach fails to define personal information or explain how to single it out. At its core, this approach simply states that personal information is personal information. As a result, this definition is unhelpful in distinguishing personal data from nonpersonal data. The process of line-drawing is likely to be based on ad hoc intuitions of regulators and judges.124

The initial problem with the nonpublic approach is that it does not map onto whether the information is, in fact, identifiable. The public or private status of data often does not match whether it can or cannot identify a person. For example, a person’s name and address, which clearly identify an individual, nevertheless might be considered public information, as such information is typically listed in telephone books. In many cases, however, individuals have nonpublic data that they do not want matched to this supposed public
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information. Yet, an approach that only protects nonpublic information as PII might not preclude such combinations.

The second problem with the nonpublic approach is that it confusingly suggests that if information is public somewhere, the parties who process it are not handling regulated data. This confusion arises under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. As we have seen, this statute regulates “nonpublic personal information.” This term is defined as “personally identifiable financial information” that a consumer supplies or that is obtained in connection with a transaction involving a financial product or service. In turn, “publicly available information” is defined as “any information that a financial institution has a reasonable basis to believe is lawfully made available to the general public.” Sources of this information can include federal, state, or local government records, or widely distributed media.

This approach has the potential to mislead regarding when organizations do and do not have personal information that falls under the statutory scheme. The concept of “nonpublic personal information” may mistakenly suggest to entities that certain information does not fall under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, or other federal privacy regulations, because it is available from another entity. Flaws in the regulation of data brokers and inadequate enforcement mechanisms in the applicable statutes have made a host of financial data widely accessible. For example, The New York Times has reported on individuals using online financial information, including credit scores, as part of the assessment of potential dates and romantic partners. Yet, these data should not be considered as “nonpublic personal information” under information privacy statutes, such as the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. The information, while perhaps widely available to anyone with access to the Internet, a search engine, and a credit card, should not be seen as available “lawfully,” which is a requirement in the FTC’s Regulations.

Potentially adding confusion, the law may impose obligations on organizations even for public information. As an example, the FTC Safeguards Rule notes that all customer information must be properly safeguarded once it is in the possession of an entity that falls under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. The Rule requires that these entities protect “the security and
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confidentiality of customer records and information... which could result in substantial harm or inconvenience to any customer.”133 Yet, the concept of “nonpublic personal information” may mistakenly suggest to regulated entities that they face far more limited obligations.

As for the specific-types approach, an initial problem is that these laws can be quite restrictive in their definition of personal information. For example, the Massachusetts data breach statute defines personal information to include only a narrow set of data elements: a name plus other elements, such as a social security number, a driver’s license number, or a financial account number.134 This list is under-inclusive, since there are numerous other kinds of information that, independently or with a person’s name, would reveal one’s identity. Moreover, most individuals would consider such a data breach to be a significant event and one about which they would wish to be informed. The Massachusetts version of the specific-types approach also assumes that the types of data that are identifiable to a person are static—the statute does not cover information that could potentially become personally identifiable. Finally, and as noted above, most data breach statutes have a fixed requirement of a last name and a first name, or the initial of the first name.135 A leak of many other types of information can reasonably be expected to cause identification of a specific individual. This variant of the specific-types approach is too rigid to adequately protect personal privacy.

COPPA, a second example of the specific-types approach, has an advantage that data breach notification laws generally lack. COPPA explicitly references FTC rulemaking as a way to expand and adapt its definition of personal information.136 The FTC has indeed acted to expand the definition of personal information in the statute; its revised COPPA rule in 2013 further developed the statutory concept of personal information through an expansive definition of “a persistent identifier,” such as a cookie.137 This rule, as we will explain below, represents an outlier to the typical U.S. approach to personal data because of its expansive approach.

As this analysis shows, the U.S. approach suffers from numerous weaknesses. Overall, it creates inconsistencies and can leave too much information unprotected. For example, a spokesperson for the online advertising industry has stated that its “tracking doesn’t violate anyone’s
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privacy because the data sold doesn’t identify people by name." Since the United States lacks both a single model and a shared understanding of “personal information,” the evaluation of this claim becomes no simple matter.

The U.S. approach is also likely to lead to gaps in protection. For example, whether information can be re-identified depends upon technology and corporate practices that permit the linking of de-identified data with already identified data. As additional pieces of identified data become available, it becomes easier to link them to de-identified data, because there are likely to be more data elements in common. The U.S. definitional approach and, in particular, the specific-types approach, do not seem well equipped to function in this world of readily available data and context-specific analysis.

3. The Disjunction Between the U.S. and EU Definitions of PII

The disjunction between U.S. and EU definitions of PII raises problems regarding the harmonization of the privacy law of these two systems. To understand these difficulties, we should consider the complex legal structure for judging the permissibility of these transfers under EU law. This analysis requires examination, first of the current approach to data transfers under the Directive, and then of the suggested future approach under the Proposed Regulation. The issue of international data transfers is highly significant because the European Union is the most important bilateral trade area for the United States. Indeed, the economic relationship between the United States and the European Union is the largest in the world. According to one estimate from the European Commission, over half of the EU-U.S. cross-border trade in services depends on the Internet. As a consequence, barriers to “information communication services” will affect not only that sector itself, but other business sectors involved in bilateral EU-U.S. cross-border trade.

Under Article 25, the Directive permits transfers to “third countr[ies],” that is, countries outside of the European Union, only if these nations have “an adequate level of protection.” The European Union does not generally consider the United States to provide “adequate” privacy protection. As a
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consequence, negotiations took place starting in the late 1990s among different EU-U.S. institutions and private organizations to develop mechanisms for U.S. companies to meet the “adequacy” requirement of Article 25 of Directive.\textsuperscript{145} The ensuing negotiations among a largely ad hoc “harmonization network” led to a considerable trans-Atlantic policy accomplishment.\textsuperscript{146} The network developed a series of second-order processes by which U.S. companies can demonstrate the provision of adequate information privacy process. The policy instruments in question are the Safe Harbor, standard contractual clauses, and Binding Corporate Rules (BCR).\textsuperscript{147} It is worthwhile to examine these second-order processes and their likely future under the Proposed Regulation before we consider how differing definitions of PII can destabilize this result.

The Safe Harbor, which was negotiated between the European Union and U.S. Department of State, creates a voluntary self-certification program for U.S. firms.\textsuperscript{148} Its mixture of substantive standards combines EU and U.S. privacy requirements, but ends somewhat closer to the EU version of these norms.\textsuperscript{149} The European Union has also approved two sets of standard contractual clauses, which simplify the process of crafting data transfer agreements by providing “off-the-rack” terms for agreements.\textsuperscript{150} The development of standard contractual clauses involved a significant role for a non-governmental organization, the International Chamber of Congress, located in Paris.\textsuperscript{151} BCRs provide another way to meet the Directive’s adequacy requirement.\textsuperscript{152} Through BCRs, an organization pledges to meet the Directive’s standards in its data processing and promises its cooperation with EU data protection authorities.\textsuperscript{153}
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The Proposed Regulation generally continues the approach of the Directive to data transfers outside of the European Union. Like the Directive, it allows these transfers when the personal data will receive “an adequate level of protection.” The language of “adequacy” should not lead one to imagine a low standard of protection. Under the Proposed Regulation, as well as the Directive, the goal is to protect the fundamental right of data protection on a global basis.

The Proposed Regulation is also more flexible than the Directive in certain regards. The Proposed Regulation notes that the Commission makes an adequacy determination through examination of “the third country, or a territory, or a processing sector within that third country, or the international organisation in question.” This language suggests that smaller geographical areas, such as individual states or particular companies, might receive an adequacy determination from the Commission. As a further indication of flexibility, the Proposed Regulation permits transfers if there is a use of “appropriate safeguards . . . in a legally binding instrument” as part of the transfer, or the use of one of eight possible exceptions. Finally, the Proposed Regulation grandfathers in acceptance of the Safe Harbor, standard contractual clauses, and BCRs.

Under either the Directive or the Proposed Regulation, however, the resulting analysis is complicated by the differences in definitions of PII in the European Union and United States. Just as the differing legal definitions of PII within the United States raise compliance costs for U.S. companies, the differing approaches between the European Union and United States further heighten regulatory uncertainty. Information that is “identifiable” in the European Union (hence subject to Article 25 of the Directive) or “indirectly identified” (hence subject to the Proposed Regulation) may not be subject to privacy law in the United States. As a consequence, international companies face complex legal decisions when designing software, services, or devices for use in both the European Union and United States.

Furthermore, the different definitions of PII threaten the status quo around second-order mechanisms for allowing data transfers. These are the Safe Harbor, standard contractual clauses, and BCRs. If the European Union and United States cannot agree on a definition of PII, the most basic unit of information privacy law, these processes must be seen as essentially instable. Each is based on the agreement around procedures protecting personal information.

As an illustration of the destabilization of the existing EU-U.S. privacy status quo, consider a 2013 speech by Viviane Reding, the Vice-President of
the European Commission. 158 In her address, Reding first pointed to the importance of data protection reform for the 500 million citizens of the European Union. 159 As part of the necessary reform measures, Reding identified the “need to ensure that the same rules apply to all businesses providing services to EU residents.” 160 She explicitly called for “[n]on-European companies, when offering services to European consumers,” to “apply the same rules and adhere to the same levels of protection of personal data.” 161 Reding then turned to the question of “new technologies which allow data to be made anonymous or to be processed based on an identifier—a pseudonym—rather than the person’s name.” 162 Here, she welcomed the use of pseudonyms rather than actual names as in the interest of citizens, but then cautioned: “Pseudonymous data is personal data. It relates to an identified or identifiable natural person and has to be protected.” 163 Reding also warned that the European Union should be vigilant in preventing companies attempting to use the category of “pseudonymous data” as “a Trojan horse at the heart of the [Proposed] Regulation, allowing the non-application of its provisions.” 164

Reding’s analysis is truncated. The categories of pseudonymous and anonymous data are complex, and data that are not processed under someone’s name but pursuant to another associated identifier do not simply qualify as “identified or identifiable.” This speech can be seen as a harbinger of battles to come around the definition of PII. Reding’s discourse also creates a strict benchmark for future scrutiny of any second-order harmonization mechanism; she suggests that these policy instruments must meet “the same rules” and “same levels of protection of personal data” as EU data protection law. 165

There is ample additional proof, beyond this speech, of an emerging destabilization of the EU-U.S. privacy status quo. Much of this discontent is directed toward the Safe Harbor, the mechanism that allows organizations that pledge to meet EU data protection requirements to self-certify. 166 Jan-Phillip Albrecht, the member of the European Parliament who oversees the Proposed
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Regulation in the Parliament, has formally recommended that the European Union discontinue this mechanism two years after approval of the Regulation. Subsequent to Albrecht’s recommendation, another factor increased the dissatisfaction with the Safe Harbor: the 2013 revelations by Edward Snowden of the U.S. National Security Agency’s surveillance of international communications.

Following the Snowden revelations and a call by German data protection commissioners for suspension of the Safe Harbor, Commission Vice President Reding announced a plan to carry out a full review of this EU-U.S. agreement. The review’s initial outcome was released in November 2013 and argued that “the current implementation of the Safe Harbour cannot be maintained.” It called for a series of improvements to address both “structural shortcomings related to transparency and enforcement, the substantive Safe Harbour principles and the operation of the national security exception.” Adding its voice to the discussion, the European Parliament passed a non-binding resolution in March 2014 calling for the suspension of the Safe Harbor.

In this uncertain environment, the inconsistent definitions of PII pose a significant additional threat to continuing acceptance of the second-order harmonization instruments. Privacy law in the United States and the European Union have vastly different jurisdictional scopes, and these differences persist despite mechanisms, such as the Safe Harbor agreement, that smooth differences in U.S. and EU privacy law.

III.

PII 2.0

The existing definitions of personal information, whether in the European Union or United States, are problematic. Nonetheless, information privacy law should not abandon the concept of PII. If it took this step, privacy law would be left without a means for establishing coherent boundaries on necessary
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regulation. Therefore, we have reconceptualized the current standards in the European Union and United States through our model of PII 2.0. In this Part, we present this concept, which we introduced in a previous article, and further develop the idea by showing how it can bridge significant differences in EU and U.S. privacy law.

A. An Explanation of PII 2.0

PII 2.0 places information on a continuum. On one end of the continuum, there exists no risk of identification. At the other end, an individual is fully identified. We divide this continuum into three categories, each with its own regulatory regime. Under the PII 2.0 model, information can be about an (1) identified, (2) identifiable, or (3) non-identifiable person. Because these categories do not have hard boundaries, we define them in terms of standards—that is, as open-ended benchmarks rather than hard-edged rules.

1. Identified Data

Information refers to an identified person when it singles out a specific individual from others. Put differently, ascertaining a person’s identity makes her identified. There is general international agreement about the content of this category, albeit not of the implications of being placed in it. For example, in the United States, the Government Accountability Office, Office of Management and Budget, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology associate this concept with information that distinguishes or traces a specific individual’s identity.172 In the European Union, the Working Party states that a person is identified “when, within a group of persons, he or she is ‘distinguished’ from all other members of the group.”173 This definition also follows that of member states, which, as we have seen, assess whether information relating to a person has determined her specific identity.174 To return to an example from Rosemary Jay about UK data protection law, a person is identified “where there is sufficient information either to contact him or to recognise him by picking him out in some way from others and know who he/she is.”175

EU data protection law also contains special protections for sensitive data, and our model of PII 2.0 would leave this special designation in place for the European Union and in such sectors in the United States that recognize it. The Directive specifies that “sensitive data” are data about “racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade-union
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membership, . . . health or sex life.”176 In Europe, these data receive stronger protections a priori than other types of data.177 The Proposed Regulation also recognizes a similar category. As its Recital 41 states, “Personal data which are, by their nature, particularly sensitive and vulnerable in relation to fundamental rights or privacy, deserve specific protection.”178 Article 9 of the Proposed Regulation provides protections for such “special categories of personal data.”179

Such a category does not exist as a general matter in U.S. privacy law. Yet, U.S. law does extend heightened protection to certain data through specific laws and regulations, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). But for the most part, U.S. law does not globally recognize types of data that receive heightened protection across various laws akin to EU-style “sensitive data.”

PII 2.0 does not solve the divergence in conceptual approaches toward protecting special categories of personal information in the European Union and United States. There is only so much harmonization possible through PII 2.0 alone, and the different approaches to sensitive information are deeply embedded in the EU and U.S. legal systems. Thus, under PII 2.0, identified data that fall into the sensitive category would continue to receive special protections pursuant to EU law and where mandated by U.S. sectoral privacy law.

There are also certain instances where identifiable information should be treated like information referring to an identified person. Information that brings a substantial risk of identification of an individual should be treated as referring to an identified person. In other words, identifiable data should be shifted to the identified category when there is a significant probability that a party will make the linkage or linkages necessary to identify a person. Thus, within the “identified” information section of the PII 2.0 continuum, we propose a new subcategory for this type of identifiable information.

This essential subcategory requires assessment of the means likely to be used by parties with current or probable access to the information, as well as the additional data upon which they can draw. This test, like those for the other categories, is a contextual one. It should consider factors such as the time during which information is to be stored, the likelihood of future relevant technology development, and parties’ incentives to link identifiable data to a specific person. It should also consider steps that a company takes to keep information from being linked to any specific individual.
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2. Identifiable Data

Information in the middle of the PII 2.0 risk continuum relates to an identifiable individual when specific identification, while possible, is not a significantly probable event, but there is nonetheless some non-remote possibility of future identification. The risk level for such information is low to moderate. Information of this sort should be regulated differently from that important subcategory of nominally identifiable information, mentioned above, in which linkage to a specific person has not yet been made, but where such a connection is likely. Such nominally identifiable data should be treated the same as identified data. This is a more targeted approach than European Commission Vice President Reding’s choice to treat all pseudonymous data as identified information.180

An example of identifiable information under the PII 2.0 model would be the key-coded medical data that the Working Party discussed in its “Opinion on the Concept of Personal Data.”181 Some or all of this information might never be identified. Depending on the risk scenario, there may be only a remote chance of future linkage to a specific person. As a further example, Kuner’s discussion of the Verdi-loving physician may represent merely identifiable information under PII 2.0.182 Kuner’s hypothetical leaves much open regarding the “data controller.” We know only that the data controller himself cannot identify the person to whom the information relates. If the data controller also has strong measures in place to protect the data from exposure to others, the PII 2.0 model would classify the information as identifiable, but not identified.183

For an example from the United States regarding “identifiable” but not “identified” information, we turn to the FTC Staff Report, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of Rapid Change.184 This Report considers the issue of when information is “reasonably linkable” to a person.185 Citing to our previous work on PII 2.0, the FTC noted that businesses can sometimes re-identify non-PII data and often have incentives to do so.186 It argued that if companies take three specific steps to minimize linkability, the information should be viewed as non-PII.187 First, the company must use reasonable means to ensure that the data is de-identified, or cannot be tied to a specific
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Second, the company must publicly promise that it will use the data only in de-identified fashion and not attempt to re-identify it. Finally, if the company makes the de-identified data available to other companies, it must contractually bind the other entities to avoid re-identifying the data and to engage in reasonable oversight to monitor compliance with these contracts. These steps demonstrate a practical policy for maintaining information in the identifiable category.

3. Non-identifiable Data

At the other end of the risk continuum, non-identifiable information carries only a remote risk of identification. Such data are not relatable to a person, taking account of the means reasonably likely to be used for identification. In certain kinds of data sets, for example, the original sample is so large that other information will not enable the identification of individuals.

A simple example of non-identifiable information is high-level information about the populations of the United States, China, and Japan, and their relative access to telecommunications. At an abstract level, this information refers to persons; it is not merely data about the physical or manmade world, such as the sky is blue or that Route 95 goes through New Haven, Connecticut. Yet, this information also cannot be linked to a specific person.

Practical methodologies now exist for assessing the risk of identification. In fact, computer scientists have developed metrics for assessing the risk of identifiability of information. For example, Khaled El Emam has identified benchmarks for assessing the likelihood that de-identified information can be linked to a specific person—that is, can be made identifiable. The critical axes in El Emam’s work concern the “mitigating controls” available to parties in possession of information, and the likely motives and capacity of outsiders who might seek to tie that information to a person.

In addition, computer scientists’ ongoing work in developing secure software offers useful lessons for evaluating the risk of re-identification. The relevant focus includes (1) the nature of internal and external threats to a de-identified data asset, and (2) the effectiveness of possible countermeasures to
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those threats.\footnote{193} Data security has its own developed methodologies for assessing risks to software and computer systems.\footnote{194}

**B. PII 2.0 and Fair Information Practices (FIPs)**

Our reconceptualized notion of personal information places greatest emphasis on the risk level associated with potential identification. PII 2.0 conceives of identifiability as a continuum of risk rather than as a simple dichotomy. Unlike the EU’s simple “on” or “off” switch for information privacy law, our model envisions a more modulated approach. A clear way to demonstrate the functioning of this new approach is by considering the applicability of FIPs.

The basic toolkit of FIPs includes the following: (1) limits on information use; (2) limits on data collection (also termed “data minimization”); (3) limits on disclosure of personal information; (4) collection and use only of information that is accurate, relevant, and up-to-date (“data quality principle”); (5) notice, access, and correction rights for the individual; (6) creation of processing systems that the concerned individual can know about and understand (transparent processing systems); and (7) security for personal data.\footnote{195} When information refers to an identified person, all of the FIPs generally should apply.

As for the category of identifiable information, it is not appropriate to treat such information as fully equivalent to identified information. The information does not yet refer to a specific person and may never do so. Nonetheless, some protections are in order because there is a risk of linkage to a specific individual.

In thinking about FIPs for identifiable data, the easiest starting point is to eliminate inapplicable categories. Full notice, access, and correction rights should not be granted to an affected individual simply because identifiable data about her are processed. For one thing, if the law created such interests, these obligations would perhaps decrease rather than increase privacy by requiring that all such data be associated with a specific person. This result follows because entities would need to maintain an ongoing connection between the individual and the identifiable information to allow that individual to exercise her rights of notice, access, and correction. In this fashion, the law’s implementation could force the transformation of identifiable data into identified data. Article 10 of the Proposed Regulation explicitly seeks to avoid
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This result. It provides that a data controller is not obligated to collect further information in order to identify the data subject for the mere purpose of complying with the Proposed Regulation.196

Moreover, limits on information use, data minimization, and restrictions on information disclosure should not be applied across the board to identifiable information. Such limits would be disproportionate to risks from data use and would cripple socially productive uses of analytics that do not raise significant risks of individual privacy harms.197

Some of these uses of analytics are consumer-oriented and some are not, but the benefit to the public is often clear. As an example of a socially productive and consumer-focused service, Google Flu Trends provides geographic information on the spread of the influenza virus based upon search queries entered into Google’s search engine.198 While Flu Trends is a prominent public example of analytics, it represents a modest start on discovering correlations through a data-driven approach.199

Among non-consumer use of analytics, analysis of large data sets plays an increasingly important role in health care research, the management of physician performance and clinical metrics, data security, and fraud prevention.200 Additionally, the realm of health care research has shifted away from traditional clinical trials that follow specific patients toward informational research that analyzes large data and biological-sample sets. The Institute of Medicine explains these new “information based” forms of inquiry as “the analysis of data and biological samples that were initially collected for diagnostic, treatment, or billing purposes, or that were collected as part of other research projects.”201 This technique, centered on analytics, is widely used today in categories of research including epidemiology, health care, and public health services. These information-based forms of health research “have led to significant discoveries, the development of new therapies, and a remarkable improvement in health care and public health.”202
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As noted above, while all FIPs should not apply to identifiable data, there are three FIPs that are applicable in this context: those that concern data security, transparency, and data quality. Data security refers to the obligation to “protect against unauthorized access to and use, destruction, modification, or disclosure of personal information.”

Identifiable information should be subject to data security principles. Recall that identifiable data are those for which a specific identification, while possible, is not a significantly probable event. Yet these data, unlike non-identifiable information, might be relatable to a person. Data security for identifiable information, as for identified information, should be commensurate with the nature of the information and the likely risks of disclosure. There are social costs to both under-protecting and over-protecting personal information.

The transparency FIP calls for the creation of data processing systems that are open and understandable to affected individuals. There are a number of reasons that this FIP is important. First, openness about information use allows for improved policies and law. As Louis Brandeis famously stated, “Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman.”

More recently, the American Civil Liberties of Northern California trenchantly noted, “Transparency requirements . . . incentivize companies to better protect consumer privacy.”

Second, identifiable information can provide great value to companies and consumers who furnish the raw information for the new age of Big Data. Transparency about the collection of identifiable information will heighten awareness about data flows among all parties, both consumers and corporations. It will thereby improve the position of consumers who have preferences about the collection and further use of data—even should that information merely be identifiable.

Finally, data quality is an FIP that requires organizations to engage in good practices of information handling. This requirement depends on the purpose for which information is to be processed. In the context of identified data, for example, the greater the potential harm to individuals, the more precise the data and its processing must be. Some decisions matter more than others, and the stakes are low when the issue is whether or not one receives a coupon for a dollar discount on a case of mineral water. More accuracy is required for a data system that processes information to decide whether or not one receives a mortgage and calculates the interest rate associated with it. In contexts where the decision to be made about a person based on identified data is more important, or the harm to the person is potentially greater, the data
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quality requirements must be higher. In the context of identifiable information, data quality also requires good practices of information handling. In particular, it requires that companies pay attention to the use and processing of identifiable information by third parties. If information is non-identifiable, a company can publicly release it or permit third parties access to it without further obligations.

Identifiable information is capable of identification, even if this risk is not significantly probable. Thus, companies cannot merely release or allow unmonitored access to it. Depending on the potential harm to individuals and the likely threat model, companies should also be required to use a “track and audit” model for some identifiable information. 206 An example is information used in health care research. Access to such data should be accompanied by legal obligations that travel with the information. Companies that handle identifiable information can structure these obligations by associating metadata, or information about information, with data sets.

C. PII 2.0 and EU Privacy Law

Our model of PII 2.0 has elements that are distinct from EU law and U.S. law alike. The Working Party would treat all information collected by a data controller as identifiable, and hence subject to full protection, so long as the ultimate intention is to link some of these data to individuals. Indeed, none of the information collected may ever be identified; this result is demonstrated by the hypothetical example of the Working Party concerning the “key-coded data.” Further, the Kuner example of the Verdi-loving physician shows how EU law has moved away from a requirement that the party who can link data to a specific individual be reasonably likely to obtain the information. In contrast, and as noted earlier, the Proposed Regulation’s Recital 24 adopts a context-specific analysis and states, for example, that “location data . . . need not be considered as personal data in all circumstances.” 207

PII 2.0’s distinction from U.S. law is also clear. U.S. law tends only to protect identified information. State data breach notification law generally takes the approach that unless a last name and first name or first initial are disclosed, an organization is not required to inform an affected individual about leaked information. The tautological approach is of even less help. It states that “personally identifiable information” is “information that identifies a person.” This language seems to suggest that the identification must have already taken place and does not depend on events reasonably likely to occur.

At the same time, PII 2.0 attempts to align U.S. and EU privacy law by using concepts derived from each. From the U.S. approach, PII 2.0 takes a more harm-based approach. Like U.S. law, it gives data about identified individuals the most protection. Like EU law, PII 2.0 recognizes that
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identifiable data still deserves protection and should be included within the definition of PII.

But is PII 2.0 truly compatible with the EU approach? Upon initial reflection, one might expect the answer to be “no.” PII 2.0 provides only some of the FIPs to certain kinds of data that EU privacy law would protect with all of the FIPs. The EU approach also applies its FIPs uniformly to all PII, while PII 2.0 permits variations in protection. Thus, on the surface, PII 2.0 might appear to weaken EU privacy protection and contravene its goal of providing a uniform and high level of privacy protection to data to respect individuals’ fundamental right to privacy.

In our view, however, PII 2.0 is not only fully compatible with the EU approach, it is consistent with its underlying philosophy and effectively furthers its goals. As a larger point, the concept of sensitive data shows how the European Union already supports different categories of data with different levels of protection. The Directive identifies a special category of data called “sensitive data” and provides it with stronger protections than other types of data.208 The Proposed Regulation contains a similar category.209 Thus, the EU approach already diverges from uniformity when different levels of protection will better protect individuals’ right to privacy, and would in this way align with the PII 2.0 proposal.

In addition, the Proposed Regulation and the Working Party indicate that the full requirements of EU data protection law need not apply to all types of personal data, be it identified or identifiable information. At present, however, while this evidence does not represent the conventional wisdom, it provides some support for the evolution of the majority view. As mentioned previously, the Proposed Regulation recognizes that applying its full requirements to identifiable data would create, at least at times, the perverse result of obligating organizations to collect more personal data in order to authenticate the data subjects. The drafters therefore wisely included Article 10, which provides that data controllers need not collect more personal information to identify the data subject for the mere purpose of complying with the Proposed Regulation.210

The logic of Article 10 is impeccable—it recognizes that identifiable information should not and cannot be regulated in the same manner as identified information. Thus, while the Proposed Regulation does not specifically create two classes of personal data with differing requirements, Article 10 would permit such results. Yet, Article 10 is no panacea. It is vague regarding (1) the types of personal data to which it would apply and (2) the provisions of the regulations with which a data controller need not comply if it had such information. Thus, while Article 10 recognizes that identified personal
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information should be regulated differently from identifiable information, it is an incomplete solution. PII 2.0 addresses this need for nuance regarding classification of personal information.

The Working Party’s opinions helped develop the EU’s expansionist views of personal data. We have noted some of the shortcomings in this approach, such as redefining “identified” as decision making based on a person’s specific characteristics or whether some parties in a database might be identified. Yet, in its 2011 opinion on geolocation data, the Working Party found some information deserved a lighter set of FIPs because it posed a lesser privacy risk.211

The Working Party’s ultimate conclusions about Wi-Fi routers demonstrated a modest, initial step that may lead, one day, to evolution of the EU’s view toward PII. Initially, the Working Party broadly stated that a data controller should treat “all data about WiFi routers as personal data.”212 Even when “in some cases the owner of the device currently cannot be identified without unreasonable effort,” a Wi-Fi access point should be viewed as personal data.213 It reached this conclusion because the information can be indirectly identified in certain cases. Thus, the opinion of the Article 29 Working Party did not demonstrate flexibility in the definition of “personal data.” Its starting point was that a Wi-Fi MAC address in combination with location information constituted “personal data.” Yet, it also found that this information posed a “lesser threat to the privacy of the owners of these access points than the real-time tracking of the locations of smart mobile devices.”214 Due to this “lesser threat,” the Working Party took some initial steps on the path to PII 2.0. It called for a less rigorous opt-out mechanism, rather than an automatic opt-in, as well as a lighter notice requirement, and it implied that access for the affected individual need not be provided if provision would require collection of additional information to authenticate the Wi-Fi access point owner.215

Thus, PII 2.0 is consistent with at least some existing strands in EU information privacy law. Most importantly, PII 2.0 enhances the protection of privacy. It creates an incentive for companies to keep information in its least identifiable form. If we abandon PII, or treat identified and identifiable information as equivalents, companies will be less willing to expend resources to keep data in the most de-identifiable state practicable. They will also be less
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likely to develop strong contracts with outside parties to keep shared information de-identified, as the FTC proposes.\footnote{See Fed. Trade Comm’n, supra note 184, at 21.}

Beyond the incentive to keep data de-identified, PII 2.0 enhances privacy. Administering certain FIPs requires that data be identified, and keeping data in identified format can create privacy risks. Providing individuals with access to their data, for example, requires that the information be kept in identified form. But by keeping the data in identified form, there is an increased risk from a potential data security breach. If data is not kept in this form, data processors would not know to whom to provide access. The PII 2.0 approach would avoid these potential pitfalls by incentivizing de-identification.

By contrast, when a breach involves only identifiable data, the harm that the information can cause to individuals is much less likely to occur. Harm can only occur when the party who obtains the data also knows how to identify it. Although identification of some data may be theoretically possible, individuals with unauthorized access to it may lack the resources or knowledge to do so. Indeed, media accounts of at least one supposed triumph of re-identification proved overstated. Professor Daniel Barth-Jones debunked the popular account of a 1997 incident involving William Weld, then Governor of Massachusetts, whose medical data was purportedly easily identified through the use of voter registration rolls in Cambridge, Massachusetts.\footnote{Daniel C. Barth-Jones, The “Re-identification” of Governor William Weld’s Medical Information (July 24, 2012) (working paper) (available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2076397).} Barth-Jones demonstrated that Weld’s re-identification rested on certain unusual aspects of the population demographics of Cambridge, Massachusetts, including a notable scarcity of registered Republicans.\footnote{Id.} Barth also argued in favor of the robust nature of the protections of the Privacy Rule, which the federal government issued pursuant to HIPAA.\footnote{Id.}

Keeping data in de-identified form prevents harms from inappropriate access by employees or others. The risk of inappropriate access makes it harder to engage in new uses of data, which is why the FTC seeks to have companies contractually prohibit downstream recipients from re-identification of shared data. Beyond these legal requirements, of course, the mere status of information in de-identified form creates obstacles to identification by raising technological barriers and imposing costs for outsiders.

Therefore, for the goal of protecting privacy, it is far preferable to keep data in identifiable rather than identified form. PII 2.0 encourages keeping data in this format, while the EU approach to PII discourages keeping data merely identifiable. For these reasons, PII 2.0 would strengthen privacy protection in
the European Union and resolve some of the ambiguities of EU data protection law.

CONCLUSION

Despite the divergence between the concepts of personal data in the United States and the European Union, the differences between the two approaches can be reconciled to a certain extent. PII 2.0 rationalizes the currently inconsistent U.S. approach to defining personal data. It also is compatible with basic principles of U.S. privacy law by focusing on the risk of harm to individuals. PII 2.0 is consistent as well with the acknowledgment of EU privacy law of the need to provide different categories of information with different kinds of protection. In the European Union, it would provide for more tailored and nuanced protection. Most importantly, in both the European Union and United States, it would enhance the protection of privacy by creating an incentive for companies to keep information in the least identifiable form. Thus, PII 2.0 is the ideal starting point toward reconciling these divergent bodies of law.